1212 Disc Harrow

1212 Disc Harrow

1. Transport Safety - Safety lighting and SMV sign are standard equipment on every
Sunflower machine.

2. Fast, easy leveling - Leveling the disc from front-to-rear is very simple with the easily

1212 Disc Harrow
Sunflower strength in a small
package.
Smaller acreage needs shouldn’t mean
settling for a light-weight disc harrow. That’s
certainly not the case with the Sunflower
Model 1212. Built with all the strength
and performance features found on larger
Sunflower disc harrows — including a heavy
mainframe — the Model 1212 is capable
of performing primary and finish discing
operations in even the toughest conditions.
Choose from four rigid-frame models that
match tractors up to 110 horsepower and
discover why Sunflower is called North
America’s best built disc.
Sunflower - The Ultimate Answer

accessible leveling screw. Heavy-duty compression springs cushion the front and rear gangs
when crossing ditches or rough terrain.

3. Dual wheels - Dual wheels provide stability and even penetration across the width of the
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machine. 2” slip in spindles with triple lip seals will provide years of trouble-free service. Dual
wheels are standard on 13’–15’ models and optional on the 10’–12’ machines.

4. c-flextm bearing standards - C-Flex™ bearing standards absorb disc gang shock
created by stumps, rocks, and normal discing. This extends bearing, spool and disc blade life.

5. Maintenance-free lift - Lift system is equipped with maintenance-free UHMW sleeves
which eliminates the high wear, metal-to-metal contact points.

6. solid components throughout - Available with 22” or 24” disc blades with 8 1/2”
spacing, which enhance residue coverage and increase ability to penetrate the soil. Large
1 3/4” gang shafts with a spring washer on the ends of the gangs, provide a solid foundation
for maximum gang performance.

7. self-adjusting scrapers - C-Flex™ bearing arm mounted disc blade scrapers stay in
adjustment moving with the disc gangs, unlike frame mounted scraper assemblies.

8. versatile hitch - Double lip hitch clevis is standard.

1212 Disc Harrow Specs
Model
Number

Cutting
Width
(m)

Transport
Width
(m)

*Est. Wt.
(kg)

Weight Per Ft.
Of Cut
(kg)

1212-10

10’-6” (3.2)

11’-4” (3.5)

3,978 lbs. (1804)

398 lbs. (180)

1212-12

11’-10” (3.4)

12’-8” (4)

4,199 lbs. (1904)

350 lbs. (159)

1212-13

13’-3” (4)

14’-1” (4.3)

4,851 lbs. (2200)

373 lbs. (169)

1212-15

14’-7” (4.5)

15’-5” (4.7)

5,069 lbs. (2299)

337 lbs. (153)

3

YEAR

*Weight is figured with 22” blades.
We are continually striving to improve our machines; therefore, these specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Learn more
on the

Web

www.sunflowermfg.com
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